
3 спальная комната городская тюрьма продается в Avileses, Murcia

Aire Limpio III - T3 - A town house in the Avileses area. (Newly Built)

RESIDENCE AIR LIMPIO III - Town house 3

This is a luxury complex of townhouses with private pool, parking on the plot, large terraces and solarium. Located in
Avileses (Murcia), the properties are of high quality and the best standards.

Avileses is a picturesque and quiet Spanish town 30 minutes from the city of Murcia, 25 minutes from Murcia
International Airport and just 20 minutes from the beautiful beaches of the Mar Menora. The development is close to
the bustling town of Sucina and several golf courses, including El Valle Golf Course, Mar Menor Golf Course and
Peraleja Golf Course.

FOUNDATIONS, STRUCTURE, FAÇADE AND PARTITIONS
* Reinforced concrete foundation and structure. Insulated floating floor. In accordance with CTE (Spanish Technical
Construction Code).
* Facade fence with external wall in honeycomb bricks (ceramic block of 11 cm and 7 cm inside) to provide thermal
and acoustic insulation, according to CTE.
* Interior walls in ceramic blocks of 7 cm, finished on both sides with a sprayed plaster surface.
* Facade made with a combination of a monolayer mortar and thin plaster, painted with plastic paint and ceramic
earthenware.

FLOORS AND TILES
* Top quality indoor floors. Garden on the ground floor with high quality non-slip porcelain tiles. Top ground surface,
according to the drawings.
* Bathrooms and kitchen tiled with high quality stoneware tiles and acrylic paint.

OUTSIDE Carpentry, INDOOR Carpentry AND LOCKS
* Exterior carpentry in PVC, with hermetic sliding doors and thermal aluminum shutters. The main windows of the
facade are equipped with motorized shutters. Double laminated glass.
* Garden gate doors with powder-coated metal profiles and white aluminum louvre panels, design according to
management. Armored access door, with CE marking, PVC outer panel and plain white inner panel.
* Wooden interior doors, painted white. Design according to management.
* White lacquered door cupboards in all bedrooms. Indoor cupboards with drawers, shelves and clothes rack.

  3 спальни   2 ванные комнаты   107m² Размер сборки
  107m² Размер участка   Бассейн

239.000€
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